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1. Let R be a commutative domain and K its quotient field. By an 
R-order we mean a subring A of a separable algebra A over K such that 
AK = A and each element of A is integral over R. An order A in A is said 
to be maximal if A is not properly contained in any order of A. 
Suppose now that R is a Krull ring and H the set of prime ideals of height 
one of R. Then A is maximal if and only if A = n /I,, , p E H and A, is a 
maximal R+,-order for each p E H [2, p. 1541. 
It is well known that any automorphism of a central simple algebra A is 
inner. This is no longer true for a maximal order A in A, even if A is sepa- 
rable over R [5, 61. We show in this note that if A is central simple and its 
dimension is n2, the group out,(A) of R-automorphisms of A modulo inner 
automorphisms is abelian of torsion n. This generalizes for maximal orders 
over Krull rings the analogous result for Azumaya algebras over arbitrary 
rings proved in [5]. We further prove some finiteness theorems for out,(A). 
2. We briefly recall the relationship between automorphisms and 
Picard group of algebras. For more details we refer to [2]. 
Let (1 be an algebra over a commutative ring R and pit(A) the group of 
isomorphism classes of invertible A-bimodules. Let out,(A) = aut,(A)/inn(A) 
be the group of R-automorphisms of A modulo inner automorphisms. To 
each cy E aut,(rl) corresponds an invertible bimodule A, which is A as left 
A-module and a right A-module via 0~. Conversely, each invertible A-module 
which is isomorphic to A as left A-module is of the type A, for 
some 01 E aut,(A). The map 01++ A, induces a group monomorphism 
out,(A) - pit(A). We shall therefore identify out,(A) with its image in 
pit(A). 
3. PROPOSITION 1 (A. Frohlich). Let R be a complete discrete valu- 
ation ring with quotient $eld K, D a central division algebra of rank n2 and 
rami&ation index e over K and A the maximal order over R in D. Then the 
group out,(A) is cyclic of order e. 
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Proof. Let / 1 be a valuation on D extending that of K and normalized 
in such a way that it takes values pem on K* and p” on D*, m E Z, p fixed and 
< 1. We have A = {x E D 1 1 x 1 < l}. Any R-automorphism LY of A is given 
by a(~) = dxdpl for some d E D* and is inner if and only if d E A*K* 
i.e., if and only if 1 d 1 = pen’, m E Z. Conversely, any d E D* defines an 
R-automorphism of A, hence auts(A)/inn(A) ‘v Z/eZ. 
Remark. It is well known that the ramification index e of D over K 
divides n and is equal to n if the residue class field k of R is finite or more 
generally if k and all its finite extensions have trivial Brauer group. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let R, K, D, A be as in Proposition 1 and A a maximal 
order in A = M,(D). Then out,(A) is cyclic of order e. 
Proof. By [l, p. 121 we can assume A = M,(A) = end,(P) where 
P = A” with the usual structure of left A- and right A-module. If Q is the 
right A- left A-module hom,(P, A), the mapping I++ 1’ = P @A I ad Q 
induces an isomorphism pit(A) --f pit(A) ( see, for instance, [3, Chap. II, $41). 
Denoting isomorphism classes by [ 1, we have by [2, p. 741, [I’] E out&l) 
if and only if I’ s A as left A-modules. But this is equivalent to Q @A I’ G 
Q @A A as left A-modules or, noting that Q g A”, to I” g A”. From this we 
deduce (l/rad A .I)” z (Airad A)lc and since A/rad A is a division ring [l, 
p. 141, we get I/rad A .I= A/rad A and finally I= A, i.e., [I] E out,(A). 
This shows that the map I t-t I’ induces an isomorphism out,(A) 3 outR(A). 
But out,(A) z Z/eZ by Proposition 1. 
Let R be a discrete valuation ring (not necessarily complete), A a central 
simple algebra of dimension 9 over the quotient field K of R and A a 
maximal order in A over R. Let h denote completion. 
PROPOSITION 3. The canonical map out,(A) + outa is an isomorphism. 
Proof. First, let 01 E aut,(A) be induced by a conjugation by a ~/1^*. 
Write a(x) = UXU-l, with u E A*, hence a-% E R*. Choose t E K* such that 
a-% is in fi*. Then b = ut ~(1^* n A = A* and 01 is induced by the conju- 
gation by b. Let now 01 E aut&) be induced by a conjugation by a E a*. 
As A* is dense in A and A* is open in a*, A* = rl^*A*. So write a = ub, 
u ER* and b E A*. The conjugation ,!I by b lies in the same class of out&) 
as 01. But /3(A) = ,9(A n A*) = A n A* = A. 
COROLLARY. If a E A* is such that alla-l = A, the element a”/Nr(a), 
where NY is the reduced norm in A, is a unit of A. 
Proof. By Propositions 2 and 3 the automorphism x H anxa-” is inner, 
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hence an = ut with u E A* and t E K*. Taking the norm gives NY(U) = 
(NY(+)” E R*. S ince R is integrally closed Nr(a)/t E R* and &/NY(U) E A*. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let R be a KY& ring with field of quotients K and A a 
maximal order in a central simple algebra A of dimension n2 over K. Let Nr 
be the reduced norm in A. If a E A* is such that alla-l = A, then an/Nr(a) 
is a unit of A. 
Proof. Let H be the set of prime ideals of height one in R. For each 
p E H R, is a discrete valuation ring and A* = n Ap*, p E H. By the corol- 
lary @/NY(U) E A,* for each p E H, whence the result. 
THEOREM 1. Let R be a Krull ring with field of quotients K and A a maximal 
order in a central simple algebra A of dimension n2 over K. The group outa 
is abelian of torsion n. 
Proof. The second assertion is an immediate consequence of Proposition 4. 
Let now a, p be automorphisms of A. We can write a(x) = axa-l, /3(x) = bxb-l 
with a, b E A*. By Propositions 2 and 3, the automorphism y = c@&~-~ 
induces an inner automorphism of A, for each p E H. Hence there is for 
each p E H a t(p) E K* such that t(p)aba-lb-l E Ap*. Taking the norm we 
see that t(p) E Rp*, hence aba-lb-l E Ap* for each p E H. This implies 
abaplb-l E A*. 
4. We now study the finiteness of the group out,(A). 
Let I be an invertible R-module. The map I H A @ I induces a homo- 
morphism @: pit(R) + pit(A). Let P(A) = out&l) CI im CD be the sub- 
group of “automorphisms coming from R”, let g, be the canonical map 
A @ A”-end,(A) (A0 the opposite algebra of A) and N(A) = aut,(A) n im qx 
The group N(A) is normal in aut,(A) and contains inn(A); hence we have a 
sequence 
0 + P(A) + out,(A) + autR(A)/N(A) --f 0. (*) 
PROPOSITION 5. The sequence (*) is a complex and is exact if A is a projec- 
tive order in a central simple algebra. 
Proof. Let 01 represent an element of P(A). There is an invertible 
R-module I and an isomorphism of A-bimodules f: A, - A 01. Write 
f (1) = C ai @ xi , ai E A, xi E I and f-‘(1 @ xi) = bi E A. Then a(x) = 
f -‘( f(l)x) =f-‘(C six @ xi) = C aixbi and the first assertion is proved. Let 
now OL be an automorphism of A in N(A) and put I(a) = (h E A 1 xX = ha(x), 
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Vx E A}. The map g: A @I(a) --f A, defined by g(X @ u) = ha is a homo- 
morphism of A-bimodules (the structure of right A-module on A @I(a) 
being through the first factor). We show that g is an isomorphism. Since 
I(cu) is torsion free and A is projective g is injective. To show that g is sur- 
jective it suffices to show it locally. Hence we can assume that A is free with 
basis e, ,..., e,, and a(x) = C e,xbi , bi E A for every x. Since 1 = C eibi we 
only need to show that all the hi’s belong to I(a). For x, y E A, C e,xyb< = 
am = E(X) a(y) = C e,xb&y), hence C eix(ybi - b&y)) = 0. The map 
v is injective because A is projective and AK @AK = end,(AK). Conse- 
quently, C ei @ (ybi - b&y)) = 0 and ybi - b&y) = 0 for all y E A. The 
assumption that A is projective and AK is finite dimensional implies that A 
is finitely generated and therefore finitely presented. In this case R is a 
direct factor of A [3, p. 971 and I( cx must be isomorphic to a direct factor )
of A. Computing ranks shows that I( o( is of rank one; since it is finitely )
generated it is invertible. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let A be a maximal order over a Krull ring R in a central 
simple algebra. If A is projective, then the group aut,(A)/N(A) is finite. 
Proof Since A is projective, we can identify A @ A0 with its image 
in end,(A). The map end,(A) + &,H(end,(A)/A @ A”)p has kernel 
in n,,,v 04 which is A @ A0 because A @ A0 is projective. 
Since endR(A)/A GJ As is a finitely generated torsion R-module, 
(end,(A)), = (A @ A’$ for almost all p E H and we have an injection 
Y: end,(A)/A @ A0 - &,(endR(A)/A @ A”)p where F is a finite subset 
of H. The map Y induces an injective map 
%&WV) + n autRpVp)lWflp). 
PPF 
By Propositions 2, 3 and Proposition 5, aut,,(A&/N(A,) = outRp(Ap) is 
finite. Therefore aut,(A)/N(A) must also be finite. 
THEOREM 2. Let R be a Krull ring withjield of quotients K and A a maximal 
order in a central simple algebra of dimension n2 over K. If A is projective and 
the n-torsion of pit(R) is a jinite group, then out,(A) is a jinite abelian group 
of n-torsion. 
Proof. By Theorem 1, Proposition 5 and Proposition 6, we only need 
to show that every element of P(A) comes from an element of torsion n in 
pit(R). Using the notation of Proposition 5, we first prove a lemma. 
LEMMA. I(a) @I(/?) zI(ol)I(j3) = I(@) for oi,B EN(A). 
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Proof. The map I(a) @I(p) --, I(a) I@) g iven by the multiplication in A 
is clearly surjective and is injective because I(U) and 1(/I) are projective. To 
show 1(/3a) C I(a) I(@, we first take /3 = 01-i. It is easily seen that every x in 
Z(a) I(~u-l) is in the center of A which is R because a Krull ring is integrally 
closed. Therefore I(a) Z(apl) is an ideal of R. From A(l(~)1(~-l)) = 
(AI(a)) I(&) = A~(u-‘) = A, we get I(a) I(o~-l) = R, using the fact that A 
is a faithfully flat R-module. Hence we can write 1 = C a&, with a, PI 
and bi ~I(ol-1). Take now A EI(&). It is easily checked that bJ E I@) and 
therefore X = C a,@$) E I(a) 1(p). The inclusion I(a) I(p) C I@) is obvious. 
Suppose now that 01 E aut,(A) represents an element of P(A). From the 
lemma, we get I(a) @ ... @I(N) ~1(0l”) and by Theorem 1 ol” is inner, 
therefore I(G?) ‘V R. 
COROLLARY. Let A be a maximal order over a Dedekind ring R. If the group 
of ideal classes of R is finite, then out,(fI) is $nite. 
Remark. From the proof of Proposition 6, it is obvious that for a projec- 
tive order / aut,(A)/N(A)~ < nIc where n2 = [AK : K] and k is the number 
of minimal primes p such that (A @ L’IO)~ # (endR(A))p, i.e., A, is not sepa- 
rable. If, for example, A is the ring of integral quaternions [4], N(A) = inn(A) 
and / out&l)l < 2. It is easy to construct a non-inner automorphism, hence 
out,(A) z Z/22, as already proved by Hurwitz [4]. 
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